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PREFACE 

THESE notes are designed for students who are reading 
Jonah as their first Hebrew text. Full explanations 
are given of all new forms. References are given 
regularly to the germane pages of Davidson's Intro
ductory Hebrew Grammar, twentieth and later editions 
(DG), and to Wood and Lanchester's A Hebrew 
Grammar (WL), these being the grammars most in use 
by elementary students. Other references are to 
Davidson's Hebrew Syntax (DS), S. R. Driver's Hebrew 
Tenses (DT), Gesenius-Kautzsch, Hebrew Grammar 
(GK: the references in this last case are by sections), 
and . the Oxford Hebrew Lexicon by Brown,' Driver 
and Briggs (BDB). 

For exegetical matters the student is recommended 
to study the International Critical Commentary (the 
volume which includes Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 
and Jonah), in which Jonah is edited by J. A. Bewer; 
and the commentary in the Expositor's Bible series by 
G. Adam Smith-namely, the second volume of 
The Book of the Twelve Prophets. The volume in the 
Century Bible series by R. F. Horton is also useful, as 
also is that by Perowne in the Cambridge Bible series. 

N. H. S. 
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CHAPTER I 

Verse 1. ,i'T''T vav-consecutive (strong-vav) plus 3 m. s. 
apoc. impf.' qal of i'T'M ('to be', but more accurately 
'to become'). Lit. 'and it came to be .. .', whence 
the New Testament Ko:i eyfoeTo, The form is found 
regularly at the beginning of a narrative book, e.g. 
Ruth, Joshua, Judges, etc., and is the normal way of 
beginning a story, e.g. 'Once upon a time .. .'. For, 
apocopated forms of lamedh-he verbs, see DG 147, 
WL 144. Pronounce wqy-:)ll-hi (with the -e very short 
indeed). The dagesh:forte of the strong-vav usually fails 
(as here) with yod-plus-sheva (DG 1471, WL 20i, but 
it is better to pronounce as if it were there. 

7:i, cstr. s. of 7~ (son). One of a number of very 
common irregular nouns which must be learned, 
DG 153, WL 185f. 

ii.:iib, inseparable prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of 
ii.:iz.t (say), lit. 'to say', but usually translated 'saying', 
whence the New Testament :Myoov, i\fyoVTEs, etc. 
C£ the English 'to wit'. One of the two cases where 
the vowel under the guttural is swallowed up in 
a long vowel under the preposition, DG 51 (§ 14t), 
WL 44, (note). Another somewhat similar case is 
nin,;, WL 45. 

Verse 2. c,1,, 2 m. s. impt. qal of c~p (rise up), 
ayin-vav verb. 

1', 2 m. s. impt. qal of ,,n (walk, go), whose forms 
are as if from ,;,. This is one of six pe-vav verbs which 
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go like :i.T;t.!, DG 222, WL 266. They are: 'And Adam 
knew J',, his wife, and she bare T,l't a son. She sat 
:ltzr'I at home, but he went out N:!Z', of the house, went 
down .,,, the steps, and went for a walk ,,n.' 

Nip;, weak-vav plus 2 m. s. impt. qal of N,p ( call, 
read aloud), lamedh-aleph verb. Ordinary vav before 
sheva becomes 1, DG 53, WL 44 (§ 2a). Targum 
interprets 'prophesy'. 

r,,,:v, prep. ,Y (upon, against) plus 3 f. s. suff., since 
'city' is femini~e (DG 56, WL 56). Looks like a plural 
form, DG 70, WL 64f. 

r,r,;,-, 3 f. s. pf. qal of n,:v (go up), lamedh-he verb. 
The preceding ,.:, can be translated either 'because 
(EVV) her wickedness has gone up . . .', or 'that 
(indirect speech, Wellhausen, vah Hoonacker) her 
wickedness . . .'. 

er,,--,, 'their wickedness'. Noun n;v-:, plus 3 m. p. 
suff. Note the firm qamets under the resh. Thk is 
because the root is double-ayin, and the long vowel 
compensates for a guttural that cannot be doubled, 
DG 36, WL 22. The normal form is C~}~ (their 
garden), from the feminine noun Mi.:.!, the root being 

p.:t. 
,.:,!:I;, 'before me', lit. 'to my faces'. The form,~~~ 

(prep. lamedh plus cstr. of plural, c,~~. 'faces') is used 
as a prep. for 'before', DG 69, WL 65. Here we find 
1 s. suff. with the normal pathach lengthened to qamets 
at the end of a sentence in pause with the accent 
silluq, DG 40, WL 117. 

Verse 3. cp,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
C1p, 'and he arose', consecutive from the ,r,,, at the 
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beginning of verse I. For the meaning and use of 
the vav-consecutive, see DG 84/, WL 88-g1, and more 
extensively DS 70-84, DT 70-gg and r 14-57. Notice 
the retracted tone, which in double-ayin and ayin-vav 
verbs, produces a short vowel in the final syllable, 
DG 131 (§ 2b), WL 158 (top). Pronounce wdy-yl-qom. 
The 3 m. s. imp£ qal is c:ip:; the jussive is cip~, which, 
with tone retracted, becomes cm, yd-qom. 

ni:i,, prep. lamedh plus in£ cstr. qal of n,:i (flee). 
The first syllable is closed and the sheva is silent, 
DG 77 (§ 2a, ii), WL roo (top). For 'furtive pathach', 
see DG 34, WL 23 (§ 2e). Final gutturals cheth, ayin, 
and he-with-mappiq (consonantal he, DG 33, WL g
note on he) must be preceded by an a-sound. When 
the vowel is short, it is pathach; if a long vowel other 
than qamets is inevitable, then a furtive pathach must 
be introduced in order that the guttural may be 
pronounced. 

nzti,rzfiM. The toneless he-locale is a relic of the old 
accusative case, indicating direction-towards, DG 6rf, 
WL 55, 21 I. 'To Tarshish' stands for 'to the farthest 
west', i.e. to the ends of the earth. 

,.:1£1,0, prep. 7Q (DG 51/ and 53, WL uof) plus 
prep. ".:IEI; (before). . 

,,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of .,,, (go 
down) with tone retracted, giving short vowel in final 
syllable. One of six pe-vav verbs which go like :i;;~. 

M:l:C,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ qaf of N:1:0 (find), 
lamedh-aleph verb. The anomaly of these verbs is in the 
long vowel created by the quiescent aleph. The para
digm (DG 220, WL 262) is like a comer shop, with 
a window at the front and another down the street 
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at the left. The 3 m. s. perfects piel and hithpael 
have tsere; the imperfects pual and hophal have 
qamets; the two fem. plural impfs. form an arcade right 
through with seghol. Otherwise, it is always qamets in 
the shop windows and tsere behind, the infs. and 
participles being normal as always. 

TT!JM, fem. noun, 'a ship'. The masc. form ,~~ means 
'a fleet of ships'. 

MM::l. Note the position of the tone. The root is Mi:! 
(come), ayin-vav verb. n~; (accent on first syllable) is 

3 f. s. pf. gal; but M~f- (accent on last syllable, as here) 

is f. s. act. ptc. gal. The use here is 'fut. instans', mean
ing 'about to go', DS 134, GK u6d. It is unusual for 
this root to be used of going away from the speaker. 

7r,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. gal of 7r,J (give). 
This very common verb must be learned separately, 
DG 213, WL 255. 

i:i,;,t;,, 'her fare', i;,fV (price, hire) plus 3 f. s. suff .. 
The f. suff. is strange, and LXX has 'his fare', TO 
vcxui\ov cnrrov, which is what we would expect. Jewish 
commentators say that the fem. suff. refers to the 
whole ship, which he bought, 'her price', for, as the 
Yalkut says, Jonah was rich. Note the mappiq (dot) in 
the. final consonantal he of the 3 f. s. suff. This mappiq 
is missing only in the 3 f. s. suff. to the 3 f. s. pf. gal, 
DG 210 (second column), WL 252. 

M::l, inseparable prep. beth plus 3 f. s. suff., DG 51, 
WL 49. The phrase ::l .,.,, means 'to go down into 
a ship', and so 'to go abroad'. 

xi::2,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of Mi::l (come). 
Note the qamets in the pre-tone, DG 51 (§ 1d), and 
es.pecially WL 45 (§ 3b, 1). 
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Cl"'l0ll', prep. c.;'. (in company with) plus 3 m. p. suff. 
There are two forms, this (23 times and chiefly late), 
and the more usual C~l?' (27 times). The dagesh in the 
mem is because the root is double-q)'in. 

Verse 4. m,,,, i.e. ,i'T~l, becoming ,t°Tl'O, with the 

aleph quiescent. Add this to the list in DG 53 (§ 1b); 
cf. WL 45. See note on verse I. The strong-vav 
sequence is broken, because Jehovah has broken into 
the sequence of events. 

,,~n, 3 m. s. p£ hiphil of ,:ro (hurl), not a common 
root, but used four times in this chapter. A normal 
ayin-vav form. 

,:src, 'tempest'. The fem. form n:,~ is more frequent, 
but the masc. is found eight times. LXX has 1<7\v6oov 
(billow, surf). 

n::u:ztn 3 f. s. p£ piel of ::uztn ( consider, think); c£ the 
French penser, or pidgin-English 'was fit sink'. 

i:J.rztn,, prep. lamedh plus in£ cstr. niph. of ~rzf 
(break). For various idiomatic uses of prep. lamedh, 
see WL 207. 

Verse 5. N,,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of 
NT,. (to be afraid), a stative verb which is sometimes 
transitive and sometimes intransitive. Remember 
'stative' means that the verb describes a state, and 
means nothing more than this. Also, 'intransitive' 
means that the verb does not take a direct object, and 
means nothing more than this. Most stative verbs 
are intransitive in the nature of things, but by no 
means1 all. Stative verbs usually have the perfect in 
tsere ( a very few in cholem), and the imperfect in 
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pathach, but some are like ,mp, just as some non
stative verbs have an imper£ in -a. This particular 
verb is both pe-yod and lamedh-aleph, and its imperfect 
qal forms need most carefully to be distinguished from 
the imperfect qal forms_of nNi (see). 

c,n;c,-,, articl~ plus plural of n~o (sailor, lit. 'salt'). 

The form ~p_ denotes an occupation or skill, in this 
case from M'7;) (salt). Cf. the participle :i,~ is one who 

steals, but~ is a professional thief, GK Blb {end), 
WL 56. , 

,1,Yf!i, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of pYt ( cry 
out), ayin-guttural verb. The niphal of this root is 
used of soldiers being 'called up'. 

zit,N, 'each man', DG 48, WL 40. See also verse 7. 

,;m,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. of ~ 
(cast). 

c,;::,, 'cargo', pl. of ,~:p (utensil), DG 153, WL 186; 

cf . .-o 01<evcs in Acts xvii. 1 g, of which LXX has the 
plural here. 

,;,n,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. hiph. of ,!,p (to be 
light), a stative double-qyin verb. It is best to think 
of double-qyin verbs as having of necessity always one 
radical doubled, in the perfect always the second, and 
in the imperfect a choice of either the first or the 
second ( except, of course, in the niphal impf., where 
the first radical is doubled in any case). Thus the 
forms are, for the perfects, ~, :ni;;,;, ~cir,, ~i;,~n; and, for 

the imperfects, :lb~ or ~b~ in the qal, ~l!l'; in the niphal, 

~! or ~~ in the hiphil, and ~Ill~ or ~c,~, in the hophal. 
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In the case of stative verbs, the two forms are ~: 

and,,?!-

cn-,,ll'c, prep. 70 plus prep. ;; with 3 m. p. suff., 
DG 70, WL 64f. 

,..,, n,,.,,. The sequence is again broken, to show 
that Jonah acted differently from all the rest. Trans
late 'but Jonah went down'. 

,Jj~?!, cstr. dual of which the dual abs. is C;tl.;1! 
(side, recesses). We would expect the absolute form 
also to have a dagesh in the kaph, but it is not found, 
nor is it found in the one case of the sing. with suffix, 
Genesis xlix. 13: On the other hand, the dual cstr. 
always (22 times) has kaph with dagesh. There is 
evident confusion as to whether the noun is a segholate 
or not. The dual cstr. is from a fem. segholate Mi?!, 
but the other forms are from a first declension n;,i~. 
And yet the masc. first declension noun 'lf~ has 
a cstr. sing. 'P.;, as if it were a segholate. 

m,mcn, article plus n~,S?Q (ship). Only here in OT, 

but common in Aramaic and Arabic. The word has 
no connection with sampan (Chinese 'three-board'), but 
means 'covered ship' (the root 7lX) means 'cover', and 
so 'panel', 1 Kings vi. g), and hence 'lower deck'. 
The fact that the word occurs only here does not mean 
that the word is not a true Hebrew word. The 
Hebrews were not sailors, and even ordinary sea
words are rare. 

~tlM, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal of :::i:,r; (lie 
down), an intransitive verb with impf. in -a. Do not 
be misled by DG 208 into thinking, as some students 
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do, that there can be a 'stative qal' as well as an 
'active qal'. 

c,,,,, strong-:vav plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. of c,, 
(sleep deeply). The normal form is ':,r.opiT:, but here 
(pe-guttural verb)' resh cannet be doubled, and so the 
previous -i has been lengthened into a firm tsere, 
DG 36, WL 22. The final tsere has been sharpened to 
pathach in pause at the end of the verse with the accent 
silluq, DG 41 (§ ¥, ii), GK 5rm. This root, either as 
the verb or as the noun n~:17~, does not refer to an 
ordinary sleep, but to that deep (hypnotic?) sle~p 
which betokens the presence or influence of Deity; 
cf. BDB 922. 

Verse 6. :i:,p,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal of 
:l.".'!~ (stative, 'be near', intransitive, 'draw near'). 

i,':,2,t, the prep. ':,~ (to) has apparent plural suffixes 

like ':,l.1' (upon), with which it is sometimes confused 

even in the Hebrew OT, DG·70, WL 64J. 
:i.,, cstr. s. of masc. noun :i.-:, (chief). The root is 

double-qyin, so that the plural is c,~j. 
':,:i.nn, article plus noun ~t,, a participial form, 

meaning 'one who has to do with ropes' (BDB 287, 
'rope-puller'), from ;~i:, (cord, rope, measuring line, 

and even 'territory' as being measured out). The 
whole phrase means 'chief sailor', i.e. captain; cf. 
2 Kings xviii. 17, where C'".1~1:1 :i.-:, means 'the chief 
eunuch'. 

ir:,2-t,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal (iQ!rfl) with 

tone retracted so that the last vowel is segkol, DG 119, 
WL 90. There are five pe-aleph verbs (i.e. verbs in 
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which the initial radical aleph becomes quiescent, as 
distinct from other cases where the initial aleph acts as 
a normal guttural). The well-known mnemonic is: 
'The bridegroom said icN to the bride, I am willing 
n:iN to eat ,:iM all you bake n!:lM, though I perish -C.M.' 
In addition, TMN (seize, take hold) is sometimes a 
pe-aleph, marriage by capture not being universally 
approved. ,,-no. The interrogative ~ ('\.\'hat?', though some
times 'how!') is pointed like the article (including the 
following dagesh), except always seghol before he-and
ayin-with-qametr, DG 48, WL 39. This is a good 
general rule, though there are variations from it, 
GK..37h-J. 

ci,:i, m. s. niph. ptc., 'what meanest thou, sleeping?', 
GK 120h. This is to be preferred to the EW, which 
render as a vocative. The vocative usually, though 
not necessarily, has the article, WL 27 (§ w), GK 126e. 

~,,M, an adverb, 'perhaps' . 

.n~Y.lj\ 3 m. s. impf. hithp. of .MWY (think), a certain 
Aramaism,. only here in OT (Hebrew), and once in 
the Aramaic Daniel vi. 4. An indication of the com
paratively late date of the book. The force of the 
hithpael can be retained with 'perhaps God will be
think himself for our benefit' (i:i,, lit. 'to us', WL 207 
(top)). Cheyne suggested (unnecessarily) ~~rt~ (hithp.) 
or ~tin;' (piel). Vulgate knew the word and translated 
recogitet, but the other Versions found it difficult, and 
interpreted. LXX and Syriac have 'save', whilst the 
Targum has 'will be gracious'. 

,~N:i, I p. impf. qal of ,:nc (perish, wander), the 
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pathach of the last syllable being lengthened to tsere in 
pause with silluq, DG 119, WL 172, GK 68c. One of 
five pe-aleph verbs. The connection between 'wander' 
and 'perish' is from desert life; cf. Job vi. 18; 
Deuteronomy xxvi. 5. 

Verse 7. r.,y-,, 3 m. s. suff. plus sing. of J.r'.'.'I ( com-
panion), a contracted lamedh-he (-yod) noun from Mf:'1 

(ground form, ,f::,) .. The form iny-, stands for the 

fuller ~Mr:17.'.'1 (his friend), GK 84ai. 
-o,, 2 m. p. impt. qal of ,,n (go), one of six pe-vav 

verbs like ::itrf.!. 
n,,t1:ii, weak-vav plus I p. cohortative ·(the final he 

not taking the tone) hiph. of ,ti, (fall); lit. 'let us 
cause to fall', i.e. 'let us cast', DG 83!, WL 85f. There 
are two types of pe-nun verbs. I, w:r:i, drops the nun in 
the imp£ q al and dependent forms (impt. and inf. 
cstr.) and has imp£ in -a; II, ,t1:i, does not drop the 
nun except in impf. in -o. All are like tzi:r:i, apart 
from qal. A good general rule for beginners is that 
pe-nun verbs which have a dental for the second 
radical are like ,t1:i, but ,w:i (bite) and p?Zi:i (kiss; this 
is the one which has not a k) vary. The rule is not 
absolute, but it is sound for every verb which the 
beginner is likely to have to translate into Hebrew. 

ni,-,,:r. The noun '?i.il is masc. ( once fem. doubt-
fully in Joshua xxi. rn), but has its plural in -oth; 

· cf. ::itt (father), M~¥ {host, militia), etc. The word 
really means 'stone', as in Arabic. BDB compares 
41fiq:,os {pebble) and KVcxµcs (bean), both of which 
came also to mean 'lot'. 

Mll'''m, weak-vav plus plural cohortative qal of i,-,, 
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, 

(know), one of the six pe-vav verbs like :itrf.!. The 
cohortative-with-weak-vav here equals the Greek ivo:, 
DG 86 (§ 23 (6)), WL 91, DS go, DT 63-7. 

,0'1Z1:1 is a composite word, such as often occurs in 
Syriac. It is prep. beth plus relative 'rlj plus prep. 
lamedh plus interrog. ,i;i, lit. 'by (relative) to whom?', 
i.e. 'on whose account?' The rri is N. Israelite for 
,;,~; it appears in Rabbinic Hebrew, and in the 

daleth of Syriac and Aramaic. It is found thrice in 
Jonah, always in Canticles except in the title, 19 times 
in the Psalms from cxxii onwards, 68 times in Eccle
siastes, as against ,tziM 89 times. Note that ,rriM is 
a relative conjunction and not a pronoun. When it 
is used as apparently meaning 'who (relative, third 
person)', the subject of the verb (the pronoun 'he') 
must be understood as being in the verb and not in 
the relative conjunction. 

1'!l'li, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. of 1;,!), (fall). 

Verse 8. n,,.:in, 2 m. s. impt. ( emphatic with toneless , 
he added, DG 84, WL 86) hiph. of "T.:i,,' tell (pray)'. 
The qal means 'be conspicuous', but is not found in 
Hebrew. M, is a particle of entreaty, and the dagesk 
after the maqqeph (hyphen) is euphonic (dagesh f rte 
conjunctivum, DG 33, WL 2 1). 

. . . ,tziM:1. This is a repetition of the phrase 
•.• ,01;,tzi:i of verse 7, with the first word written ou tin full. 
Most scholars regard it as a misplaced gloss on the 
previous phrase. It is not in LXX (codd. Mand B). 

1ri:1N~, 2 m. s. suff. to sing. of n;M~t'? (work, busi
ness). The normal form of the noun is M;1~~0, standing 
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for a fem. segholate form ri;itt70, like n;,~i;;,0, DG rn2, 
WL 96, but the aleph quiesces. 

7,No1, the copulative 'and' (becoming ~· before the 
labial, DG 53, WL 44) plus prep. min plus interrog. 
particle ;~~. This latter is distinct from the negative 

7:~ with its construct J,~ (BDB 34). It is the inter
rogative ,~ (BDB 32), the final nun being found only 
in the form 7~8Q (whence?). The interrog. ,~ has 
a construct ,~; see below, where this is prefixed to 
M=p:;l ('thence', lit. 'from this') to mean 'whence?' 

1:sriN, 2 m. s. suff. to sing. of r,~ (land), but in 
pause with tone retracted under the accent z;,aqeph
qaton, DG 41 (§' 4£, i), WL 117 (§ 3, 2). There is 
another retraction of the tone in pause at the end of 
the verse with silluq in n.1;1~ for n~~, WL I 17 (§ 3, 4); 

cf. DG 40 (§ 4b). 
c.v. It is best to regard this noun as in apposition, 

'and whence as regards people (nationality) art thou?' 

Verse g. ,,:lll", 'an Hebrew'. Gentille adjectives end 
in ,7 (masc.), and in n,: and n~:- (fem.), DG 56/, 

GKf86h. LXX has 6ov7'.as Kvp{ov, apparently read
ing daleth for resh, and taking the final yod to be an 
abbreviation for the Sacred Name. 

c,i:itDM, 'the heavens'. This looks like a dual (and 
so also C:0, 'water'), but it is actually a plural from 

a sing. ,0~ (not found), DG 57, WL 64 (note 3). 
Ni, could be adjective, but better parsed as qal act. 

ptc. of stative verb N::,: (be afraid), here transitive. 

'I am fearing (present continuous).' 
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Verse 10. c,izi~Nn, article plus plural of ?z:i,N (man), 
DG 153, WL 185. 

MNT, £ s. demonstrative pronoun. The Hebrew fem. 
is the equivalent of the classical neuter, DS 17 
(Rem. 2), GK 135p. 

n,tt,y, 2 m. s. p£ q al of ntz7l1' (do), a normal lamedh-he 
form. 

,!), 'that', but in the following instance 'because'. 
This Hebrew ,!) is similar to the Greek &n, both 
being used to introduce objective clauses, and also as 
causal particles. 

en, ,.,l'T ,!), 'because he had told them'. The p£ 
denotes that the action took place before that of the 
verb in the main clause, and is therefore to be trans
lated as a pluperfect. Wellhausen, Nowack and others 
omit the clause as a gloss. It certainly is awkward, 
following a previous causal sentence. 

Verse I 1. '!J~, pausal form of 1~ (prep. lamedh plus 

2 m. s. suff.) with accent zaqeph-qaton, DG 51, WL 49. 
To avoid two accented syllables coming together 
(DG 4 r, iii, WL 1 17f), the tone of the previous word 
has been retracted, with the result that a dagesh-forte 
had to be inserted in the lamedh to ensure its proper 
pronunciation after a toneless syllable, DG 33, GK 
2of; especially after quiescent he, DG 33, :wL 2 I. 

1,niz;,,, weak-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal (equal to iva) 
of pnrz.;, a late word meaning 'to be quiet', found here 
twice and elsewhere only in Psalm cvii. 30 (in a storm 
at sea) and Proverbs xxvi. 30. 

i;ci ,,,n, two act. qal participles, lit. 'going and 
raging', idiomatic for 'getting rougher and rougher'. 
This is one of two idiomatic uses of the verb ,,n to 
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denote continual or gradual action. The other, where 
there is definite motion by the subject, is by the use 
of the finite verb, followed by the two inf. absolutes. 
The best example is 2 Samuel iii. 16: 'and (her 
husband) went (with her) weeping as he went', 
~::;~ 'lfi'tr . . . t?:], DS I 19, WL I o 1, and especially 
GK 113u • 

. Verse 12. ,~NW, 2 m. p. impt. qal of Miz7.:i (lift up, 
raise) plus r s. suff. 'lift me up'. Note the qamets under 
the shin. This is because the verb, being lamedh-oleph, 

1 has an a-vowel in the imperfect. These finite verbal 
forms follow the fashion of first and third declension 
nouns in respect of stem-vowels. Where the verbal 
form ends in -o or -e, and the earlier part of the form 
is fixed, they are like the third declension nouns, e.g. 
,~~tiOj'.: from ,tor?\ or ,~~P. from ~,?; but where the 
vowels are tone-long, they are like the first declension, 
e.g. ,~~;i~ from ii;i:, or ,~,:;µ, from "Q;,. 

,.:,;,rom, weak-uau (copulative) plus 2 in. p. impt. 
hiph. of ,:iro ( cast) plus I s. suff. Note that though the 
2 m. s. impt. hiph. has lost the characteristic hiphil-i, 
yet it returns with suffixes. This applies to the hiph. 
jussive also. 

,?~ .v::n,. Normally this would be ~jl, ,~~. but the 

author has cleverly managed (with the help of the 
Masoretes) to emphasise both words, placing the 
participle first to emphasise that, and then putting ,.:,N 
in pause with z:,aqeph-qaton, lengthening the chateph
pathach to qamets, DG 41, WL 34. 

,,tzt:i. Another Aramaising composite word, the 
Hebrew equivalent being ,~r,C?, 'on my account.' 
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Verse 13. 1iMM"1, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal 
of inn (dig, but here 'dig with oars', and so ''row'). 
The pathach here is not the sign of the hiphil imp£, 
but is due to the pe-guttural. The hiphil would be 
:iir:,r;r!. 

· :i,~l;I~, prep. lamedh (purpose) plus hiph. in£ cstr. of 
:imf, 'to bring back (the ship)'. AV is better than·RV, 
but the main point to remember is that the qal is 
intransitive and the hip~ transitive. 

mzt:i,n, 'the dry land'. The 'land' of EVV is good 
enough, but actually is nearer to LXX, Sym., and 
Theod., ,rpos TTJV yfjv. 

,,~,, 3 m. p. p£ gal of ;!);! (to be able), in pause 

with tone retracted, the normal being :i,;i;!. An 

o-verb like 7to11, but with a gal imp£, ;:,;,, DG 129, 

WL 1 38. The old primary -o-vowel appears in pause, 
DG 40!, WL I 17. 

Verse 14. M!IM, Pronounce 'an-nah, composed of two 
entreaty particles, ::r~ and M;. Seven times written 
with final aleph, and four with final he, and nearly 
always in entreaty to God. A very strong word. 

,~ with the jussive (or cohortative, as here) is 

'don't', but M; with the imp£ is stronger 'thou shalt 
not .. .', DG 83, WL 85 and 77. M!I is frequently in
serted thus, and in other cases also, to increase the 
force of the entreaty or prayer, BDB 609, and 
especially GK 105b (note 1), 108b, rngbc, uod. 

tttEJ:i:i, 'for the life of'; prep. beth (pretii, WL 206, 
DS 139) plus cstr. s. Never translate 12:7!3!1, by 'soul'. 
No Hebrew' ever had a 'soul'. He had a 'spirit'. The 
Greek had a 'soul', and when Paul used the word he 
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referred to that which was 'natural' as against that 
which was 'spiritual'. 

1rir,, 2 m. s. impf. (jussive) of 1n, (give), DG 223, 
WL 225. 

c-,. Usually 'blood in the body' is C':J, but 'shed 
blood' is the plural, c,Q1, DG 192, WL 135; cf. 'wheat 
in the ear' is nr,.:ir:i, but 'wheat in the grain' (being 

separated) is c,~r:i, GK 124n, m • 

. . . nr,r,:,, 'for Thou, 0 Lord (casus pendens, 
DS 148.ff, DT 264-74), according as thou hast (or 
perhaps better "hadst", the pluperfect) purposed, thou 
hast done'. 

imN:i, DG 111 (c), WL rno. The prepositions kapk 
and beth can be prefixed to an inf. cstr., e.g. rzi,~;;r ibqt~, 
lit. 'in the keeping-of the man' (this is what gives rise 
to the' name 'inf. construct'), but if a finite verb 
follows then itztN must be inserted in -0rder to turn 
the prep. into a conjunction. Remember that izztN is 
a relative, and not by any means a pronoun. 

n:irEln, 2 m. s. pf. qal of rEln (delight in, purpose), 
with a pf. in -e and an impf. in -o • . 

Verse 15. iNtzlo,,, strong-vav ('and so') plus 3 m. p. 
impf. qal of Ntl:1, (lift up). The nun-dagesh (i.e. that in 
the shin) has failed because of the vocal sheva. This 
happens more often than not, even for the piel-dagesh, 
DG 33 (top), WL 20 (bottom). 

ii+-i'CQ,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. of ;'It!) 
(hurl) plus 3 m. s. (impf.) suff. 

-icy,,, strong-vav ('and as a consequence') 3 m. s. 
impf. qal of "mY (stand), pe-guttural verb. The 
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Hebrew 7~ it:lf equals the German ahstehen von ( cease 
from). 

1!:IYTO, prep. min plus sing. of qr.1 (raging) plus 

3 m. s. suff. 

Verse 16. M1i'T'-nM. Probably an addition. If it stands, 
then the verb has a direct object as well as a 'cognate 
acc1,1sative'. 

,,,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of,,~ (vow). 
Targum adds that they promised to offer sacrifices. 

C,HAPTER II 

Verse 1. 70,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ ( apoc.) piel 
of mo (in qal 'number', but in piel 'appoint'). For 
apocopations of lamedh-he verbs, see DG 147, WL 144. 
The dagesh fails as usual inyod-with-sheva. 

;;:;i~, prep. lamedh (purpose) plus in£ cstr. qal of 
Y~:i (swallow up, gulp). In Job xx. 15 this verb is the 
opposite of M,~ (vomit); cf. Jonah ii. 11. 

,:uo:i, prep. heth plus cstr. of plural c,.yQ (sing. not 

found), 'bowels, intestines'. 
niu,tzf, 'three'. The rules for the numerals are: 

1 agrees in gender, is an adjective, and follows the 
noun; 2 agrees in gender, is in the construct, and pre
cedes the noun; 3-10, with article, differ in gender, 
are in construct, and precede; 3-10, without the 
article, differ in gender, are in the absolute, and 
precede the noun. The tens are always masculine 
and precede. All, except, of course, 1, take the plural, 
though 11-19 take the sing. with words of time, 
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measure, weight, etc., and there is a general tendency 
to use the singular. Say 'twenty and three' for the 
best classical style. The tens have the singular only 
in Ezekiel and P. There are many variations from 
these rules, but these are the central norm, DG 163[, 
WL 194!, DS 50-7. · 

C"C", pl. of c,, (day), DG 153, WL 186. The Old 
Latin omits 'three days and', probably because of the 
Resurrection period. The quotation in Matthew 
xii. 40 is from LXX. 

r,+.,,;, plur. of n~;, (night), a masc., and has .accent 
on first syllable. There are two forms, n,,; and the 
rare ,;1::i or ;,~, but the plural is always as here. 

Arabic also has the two forms: ',;; and r,~~- For 
another explanation of the final-he, see WL 2n. 

Verse 2 (Verse I in EVV). ;!,£In,,, strong-vav plus 
3 m. s. impf. hithp. of ;!,£) (piel is 'mediate, judge', 
but hithp. is 'intercede, pray'). 

n.:rin, article plus nri (fem. noun). Here only does 
the fem. form refer to a single fish. Elsewhere the 
masc. ~'l means 'a fish', and the fem. means 'fish' 

(collective), DG 192.(top), DS 17, GK 122s. 
Verse 3. The prayer of Jonah from the belly qf the 

fish is the prayer of exiled Israel; c£ Jeremiah li. 34. 
Verses 3-rn are in the famous Qinah (lamentation) 
3 : 2 rhythm. Poetic style misses out the article when
ever it can, often where we would retain it. 

,nNip, 1 s. pf. qal of Nip (call aloud), lamedh-aleph 
form, 'in the shop window', and therefore the vowel 
is aleph. 

n,:i:c, prep. min plus M?¥ (distress). The root is 
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double-qyjn, so that we get the form c;,l'.'l"ii;, DG 36, 
WL 22. ,? n:,J stands for ,.i,:,J, being idiomatic, and 

to get the proper rhythm, DS 38; cf. Psalm xviii. 7, 
CXX. I. 

,:,~,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of n:,y (pe
guttural and lamedh-he verb, 'answer') plus,' s. (impf.) 
suff. 

,i:,zr1~, 1 s. pf. piel of~ ( cry for help), denominative 

verb from the noun ~1rzi ( cry for help). LXX read 

the noun with suff., Kpcxvyfjs µov, i.e. ,l'.lfirzf-

V erse 4. ,:,~,,wn,, strong-vav plus 2 m. s. impf. hiph. 
of 1,tt+ plu~ 1 s. suff. This should be translated 'and 
thou didst cast me', but we would expect 'for thou 
hadst cast me'. It is best to retain the Hebrew text, 
since to read the pf. without strong-vav, after Well
hausen, does not entirely remove the difficulty. Even 
the pf. would need to be taken as a pluperfect, and so 
differently from the preceding perfects. 

n,,:irc (depth), the root is ,~:ir, BDB 846. Either this 
or the next phrase, 'in the heart of the seas', is a gloss. 
Marti, Nowack, Kautzsch and Haupt omit the first, 
whilst Nowack (later) and Gunkel omit the second. 
It is better to omit :-r.,,:irc (so ICC); firstly, this restores 
the rhythm; secondly, if it remained, it would have 
to be n,,:irc:i.. 

c,o,, pl. of c, (sea), a double-ayin root, hence the 
dagesh in the mem, preceded by the short vowel. Note 
that c,ti)! means 'seas', and c,i;:i~ means 'days', DG 153, 
WL rgr and 186. 

in:i, 'flood', normally a river which never fails, as 
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against a wady, !,r,;. Some would read the plural here, 
as in LXX, but there is no need for the change. 

,,:i.::i.c\ 3 m. s. impf. polel ( one of the intensive forms 
of double-ayin verbs, DG 227, WL 271) of :i.::i.c (sur
round) plus I s. suff. 

-,;,, pronounced kol, with short -o. This vowel must 
be short, since the maqqeph makes the word part of the 
following word, and the vowel is therefore in a closed, 
syllable before the tone, DG 40, WL 28. 

,-,,:i.?Zh:), 2 m. s. suff. to plural of i~r;iQ(breaker). 
,,,:i,, copulative vav plus 2 m. s. suff. to plural of 

!,.iJ ('wave', but properly 'roller', from the double-
qyin root, !,l;,:i). 

,,:l).1', 3 pl. pf. qal of i::lJT (cross, pass over), but here 
in pause with tone retracted from the normal :ii~, 

the original vowel appearing, DG 4of, WL 1 I 7. 

Verse 5. ,,t,n, the pronoun is partly emphatic because 
of its position, but partly also due to rhythmical needs. 

,nw,~, 1 s. pf. niph. of m,:i (drive out). 
,~o, prep. min plus ,~;, a substantive used as 

a prep. to mean 'conspicuously in front of', generally 
with a suggestion of opposition, or of 'opposite 
number' (Genesis ii. 18). 

"l(t!C, 'howbeit, nevertheless'. The 'yet' of EVV is 
satisfactory. This particle always involves something 
contrary to what has been said or is expected, and 
this is true even ~n Psalm xxiii. 6 and Psalm lxxiii. I. 

Similarly, q~ always involves something affirming ex-

pectation. The former means 'Yes, but' and the 
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latter 'Yes, and'. Most scholars read 1f'>W (how?}, 
after Theod. 

!:"rC1N, 1 s. imp. hiph. of qc, (add), an ordinary 
pe-vav verb (i.e. not one of the six). Be careful always 
to distinguish between the forms of the two verbs 
qc2-t (gather) and qc, (add). 

m,:::i.,-,~, prep~ lamedh plus hiph. inf. cstr. of m~ (look 
towards). 

,~,:,, cstr. s. of ,~1:1, originally 'palace', but almost 

always the Palace (Temple) of Jehovah at Jerusalem. 
The 7'.a:ov of LXX ( cod. B) is an error in LXX for 
va:ov. 

iw"T;,. Pronounce qod-she-ka, with the accent on the 
middle syllable. 2 m. s. suff. to the sing. tz7".]/' (holiness), 
but with tone retracted in pause from the normal, 
ifP1/?, DG 41 (§ ¥, i), ~L I 17. . 

Verse 6. ,_,,ElElN, 3 p. pf. qal of l=)ElM (surround), en
compass) plus r s. suff. 

cirrn is not the ordinary ocean, but the vasty primeval 
Deep, personified in the Babylonian Tiamat ( equals 
the Hebrew Tehom), or the Hebrew Rahab. 

q~c, masc. noun, 'reeds'._ Both Targum (q~c;r N~~) 
and Aquila (epv6pa:) thought of the Red Sea. LXX 
and dependants read qic (end) and divide the verse 
differently. 

Verse 7. 'To the extremities of the mountains I went 
down, etc.', as in EVV, but it is better to divide 
differently, and to take the first two words with the 
previous verse. This retains the 3 : 2 rhythm. Then 
read: 'I went down to the land, whose (gate-) bars 
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were about me for ever, but thou hast brought me 
up, .. .' 

,:,.:i:pZ,, prep. lamedh plus cstr. pl. of :,.~m, elsewhere 

only in I Kings vi. 25, vii. 37 of 'shape', the root 
meaning 'cut off', but here apparently 'extreinities', 
i.e. 'bottoms', following the Targum. ¥any scholars 
(Boehme, Nowack, Procksch in Kittel's 3rd ed.) 
suggest the more usual ,~;2~ (to the ends of). For 

other suggestions, see ICC, but the Hebrew Text is 
supported by the. Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus xvi. I 9. 

c,-,n, pl. of -,::! (mountain), a double-ayin root. 
Note the pointing of the article with this noun, -,i,;;r 
but c,,;:i,:i. Siinilarly, l?t'C with the article is r:;,~;;r 
DG46, WL 27. 

r,,n,,:i, 3 f. s. suff. to plural of r:i,:,f- (bar). 

,-,3r:i. The word "'U.1':11 is properly a segholate noun 

meaning 'separation', but it is used as a prep. with 
a wide range of meanings, 'away from', 'behind', 
'round about' (as here), and even 'on behalf of', 
BDB 126. But the bars were not round about him 
for ever. It is most attractive to follow van Hoonacker's 
suggestion, on the basis of LXX and Vulgate, reading 
,:1~ (cstr. pl. of~, which also means 'separation', and 

here 'bars'; cf. Job xvii. 16). -LXX has Ko:roxo1 
al~v101, and V ulgate continentes aeternae. 'Whose bars 
are everlasting bolts.' 

l;,3rni, strong-vav ('but', DS 71 (top), DT 8of § 74, 
GK II re) plus 2 m. s. impf. (apoc.) hiph. of nl;,lT (go 
up). The actual forms of qal and hiphil imperfects 
cannot be distinguished in a verb which is both 
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pe-guttural and lamedh-he, but this is necessarily the 
hiphil, because it is transitive. 

nnn,;o, prep. min plus nr,w (pit). The Versions and 
also AV text and RV margin (corruption) connect 
the word with the root .nntzt (destroy), but this is 
wrong. The word is from the root tmu (sink down), 
BDB 1001. 

,,n, 1 pl. suff. plus the plural, c,,n (life). 

Verse 8. qm;.nn:i, prep. heth plus in£ cstr. hithp. of 
qm; III (be feeble, faint). 

,n,;EI~, 1 s. suff. plus w~; (life-spirit). Some MSS. read 
,r:,:i-, (my spirit). 

,,n-,~T, 1 s. p£ qal of .,~T (remember), with pathach 
lengthened to qamets in pause, DG 40 (§ 4a), WL 117 
(§ 3, I). The phrase n,r,,·.nM is put first for emphasis. 

Mi::m,, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. imp£ qal of Mi~, 'and 
(my prayer) did come to thee'. 

,n,E!.n, 1 s. suff. to sing. M~~T;l (prayer), the root is 
doubie-ayin (c£ the verb in verse 2), hence the doubled 
lamedh. 

Verse g. c,-,0n,;0, m. p. of -,~rz;,:;i, piel ptc. of -iciz., 

(guard, keep), 'those who regard'. Some would read 
the cstr. pl., ,::,t?~, but this change is not necessary, 
though it gives better Hebrew. 

,,:in, cstr. p. of,.;;,, (breath, vanity), used here of 
false gods. The following Mif (emptiness) is almost 
a simile, though the corresponding Arabic root means 
'be evil, unseemly'. 

c,cn, 3 m. p. suff. with 'tQQ, usually translated 
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'loving-kindness, mercy', but essentially a covenant
word, describing the relations which should exist 
between the parties. It means 'steadfast loyalty', but 
here 'their source of confidence'. See Expository Times, 
January, 1944, pp. 108-10; also The Distinctive Ideas 
of the Old Testament, Chapter V. The use of the word 
here is unusual, so that commentators emend to 
ci:,i;mri ( their refuge), so Marti, Nowack, or c10r;i0 
(their desire). Syriac has ";J;l;lt'I, 'thy grace, loving-kind
ness'. Some keep the text, but translate 'their best' 
(Wellhausen), 'their piety' (Duhm), 'their providence' 
(van Hoonacker); 

i::i.TYI, 3. m p. impf. qal of ::i.TY (forsake), but wfrh 
tone retracted in pause and original -o restored, 
DG 4of, WL 117. 

Verse 10. ,~in, emphatic, 'but I'. 
;,p::i., prep. heth plus cstr. sing. 
nn::i.TN, 1 s. cohort. qal ofn::i.T (sacrifice). 
'!P., prep. lamedh plus 2 m. s. suff., but in pause for 

the normal~; cf. i. 11., 
nc,uiN, · 1 s. cohort. piel of c~TJ,/ ( to be complete, full), 

intransitive in qal, and transitive in piel. The tone is 
retracted in pause, and the original tsere restored, 
DG 40!, WL 117. 
' nrw:irzt,, fem. noun meaning 'salvation'. The normal 
form is M:!!~W;, but here we have a toneless he ·added. 
It may be a relic of the old accusative, but in such 
cases as this is used for the sake of poetic emphasis 
or variation, GK 90g. 

Verse 11. Np,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal (it is 
an -i verb) of ~I'.:! (vomit up, spue out). 
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CHAPTER III 

Verse r. n,:itz:i, the fem. ordinal 'second', DG 165, 
WL 197. The masc. is ,~ft. 

Verse 2. The command of i. 2 is repeated, so that 
LXX interprets accordingly, 'according to the former 
passage which I spake'. 

n,,N, 'to her', as against n,;y, 'against her', in i. 2. 

nN,-,;,n, 'the proclamation'. LXX has 'TO t<i\pvyµa: 
{the proclamation, preaching), probably in part 
because of the assonance . 

.,:l,, act. ptc. qal of-,:li, 'which I am speaking now'. 
Apart from Psalm li. 6 (in£ cstr.) and Proverbs 
xxv. 11, no qal form of this root is found apart from 
the act. ptc. 

Verse 3. ,,.,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of ,,n (go), with tone retracted, so· that the last vowel 
becomes short. It is one of six verbs like :lru'.! . 

.,:l,~, prep. kaph (according to) plus cstr. s. of .,;, 

(wo~d). 
. . . n,:i,:i,. The vav introduces a characteristic 

Hebrew circumstantial clause. In English we say 
'Now Nineveh was .. .'. 

nn,n, 3 f. s. pf. qal of n'ln (to be, become). 
c,n,N;, prep. lamedh plus c,i:i;~ (god) with the short 

vowel and its following chateph-seghol swallowed up in 
a long tsere, VG 5 r, WL 44. 

t,no, cstr. s. of ';f~i'j_.0 (walk, journey), 
Verse 4. ,n,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. second 

hiphil of ,i,n (profane). This double-qyin verb has 
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two hiphils in use, the first with the cketh virtually 
doubled (impf. 'TT!), meaning 'cause to profane', being 
a true hiphil; the second with the lamedh · doubled 
(p£ ';im:i and impf. ,TT:), meaning 'begin', as here. 
The 3 m. s. impf. hiph. is ,m, the jussive ,r.i;, and 

with tone retracted, ,m. 
i0M,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of it::iN (say). 

Notice that the accent is not retracted (pause marked 
by ;:,aqeph-qaton), so that the normal pathach is retained. 
The verb is one of the five pe-aleph verbs. 

c,.v::iiM, 'forty', supported by Aquila, Symmachus, 
and Theodotion, but LXX and the Latin. have 'three', 
which makes much better sense. 

J"l~!:lm, f. s. ptc. niph. of 1!:IM (overthrow), normally, 
but with the seghol of the accented syllable lengthened 
in pause to qamets. The construction is fut. instans., 
'is about to be overthrown'. This is the only time the 
niphal of this verb is used of overthrowing a city; 
c£ the noun :,~~~; which is used only of the over-
throw of Sodom and Gomorrah. 

Verse 5. ,~,o~,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. 
of ?OM (support), the hiphil meaning 'stand firm' and 
mostly, as here, 'trust, believe'. 

,tzi~~, cstr. pl. of tz1,N (man), DG 153, WL 185. 
_ cnt-iM,p,,, 'and proclaimed a fast'. 
itzt::i,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. imp£ qal of ui::i, (put 

on, be clothed with). The pf. is in -a, except twice in 
Psalm xciii. 1, where it is in -e. It takes a direct object 
of the garment which is put on. 

c,pfu, pl. of ptu, double-ayin root; the actual word is 

found in English, and is probably a Phoenician loan-
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word both in Greek and in English, as well as in 
Hebrew, 'sack-cloth'. 

c',ii:ic, prep. min plus a,,-,~ (adj., 'great one') plus 

3 m. p. suff. 
CJtop, adj. 1~~ ('little one') plus 3 m. p. suff. Note 

the doubled-nun with preceding pathach, DG 141 
(bottom), WL 55. 

Verse 6. :11:i,,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of l7:IJ (touch, reach, 
strike), a late use meaning only 'came (to)'. 

iMC!)C, prep. min plus M~=l) plus 3 m. s. suff. _The 
dagesh in the samech has failed with the sheva, DG 33, 
WL .20. The other Semitic lan~ages show that the 
dagesh stands for an original resh: 'from his throne'. 

-,:.v,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hiph. of .,:lll' 
(cross, pass ovq), 'and he took away'. 

v,-,,M, 3 m. s. suff. plus n-,,N ( mantle, but par-
ticularly as it is wide, or noble). 

,,',:110, prep. min plus prep. 1;,,t plus 3 m. s. suff., 
'from upon him'. 

C:l,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. piel of MC:l (cover), 
an apocopated lamedh-he form, DG 147, WL 144. 

:::irzri,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of ::uzt, (sit) 
with tone retracted, so that last vowel is short. 
DG 128 (§ 2b), WL 137 (§ 5). 

Verse 7. pl7'1"i, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ hiph. 
of pl71 {cry out), 'and he had a proclamation made'. 

Cl7to0, prep. min plus cvr:, in Hebrew, 'taste, judge-
ment', but here used in the Aramaic sense, 'decree'. 

i,1,i:i,, copulative vav (~ before sheva) plus m. p. 
of',,-,~ (great one) plus 3 m. s. suff . 

• • . C"TMM, 'as for man, and beast, cattle and sheep, 
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let them not'. Hebrew uses the article idiomatically 
in these cases. eiN means 'man' as against 'beast', i.e. 
av6pc,:rrros-, homo; rzr,N means 'man' as against 'woman', 
i.e. cxviip, vir. 

'11:ill'to,. The first of a number of 3 m. p. impf. (jussive) 
forms, the qal of ell'to (taste), nll'i (pasture), nr,i:z; 
(drink), and, in the next verse, the hithpael of no:, 
(cover), and the qals of Nip (call), and ::,.,w (return). 
Various suggestions have been made in order to get 
scientific accuracy as to feeding, but there is no need 
to make any omission other than 'let them not pasture', 
though, in the next verse, it is better to omit non:i..,, 
(and beast). 

Verse 8. n1,in:::i. Pronounce be-cho;;,-qah. 
e::,iio. The word ':J'?1 (way) is usually masculine, 

but it is better to regard it as fem. here ( cf. Exodus 
xviii. 20) and then to take as a fem. sing. of the adj. 
31:, (evil), 'from their evil way'. The alternative is to 

regard n.v:, as a noun, which it usually is, in apposition. 
en,~:,::,. prep. beth (in) plus 3 m. p. suff. to dual 

e;ti~ of ql (hollow of the hand). The root is double-

ayin, and means 'bend'. The plural of the noun is 
MiG:il. 

Verse g. ,o. Always 'who?', the interrogative, and 
never 'who', relative. 

vi,,, act. ptc. qal of 31,, (know), here equivalent to 
the English present tense. 

:::i,tzt,, 3 m. s. imp£ qal of ::,.,w, 'he may turn'. 
en~,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. pf. piel of cm (repent). 

Note that the cheth is virtually doubled, only resh and 
aleph compensating for the doubled guttural in ayin-
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guttural verbs, and that in this particular verb the 
final vowel is pathach and not tsere. 

:i?Zii, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. pf. qal, 'and (may) turn 
back'. 

1,.,nc, prep. min plus cstr. s. of li.,!;'1 (anger). 
/1• 

1ElN, 3 m. s. suff. to l=}N, properly 'nostril' (usually 
dual) or 'face' (sing.), but here 'anger'. The root is 
!=}:IN (breathe, snort), so that the meaning 'anger' is 
closer to the original, and 'nostril' is derived. 

,:iN::i, 1 p. impf. qal of i:iN (perish), one of the five 
pe-aleph verbs. The final pathach has become tsere in 
pause, DG 119, WL 172, GK 68c. 

Verse 10. N.,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) 
qal of nN-, (see). The apocopated forms of this verb 
need great care, DG 147, WL 144. 

en,tt,yc, 3 m. p. suff. of plural of n~'J{Q (deed). For 

suffixes to lamedh-he nouns, see DG 148, WL 189. 
Note that sing. abs. is with seghol, and cstr. sing. is 
nwv,0, with final tsere. 

i:ii:zi, 3 p. pf. qal of :ii?Zi, 'that they had turned .•. '. 
en:,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. of en:, 

(repent), with tone retracted so that last vowel has 
become short, DG 85 (bottom), WL 90. 

,:ii, 3 m. s. pf. piel (with seghol as usual in this verb), 
translated as pluperfect, '(which) he had said {pur
posed) to do'. 

nitttlT,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of nivY, lamedh
he verb. 

CHAPTER IV 

Verse 1. y-,-,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of YlTi 

(to be evil), a stative double-ayin verb, with first 
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radical doubled like ~:, but with compensatory tsere 

instead of the doubled ayin. An impersonal use, with 
'a great evil' as an adverbial accusative. 

,n,,, strong-vav plus itt:, apocopated from n-:;,r,n, 
3 m. s. impf. qal of nin ( to be hot); lit. 'it was hot to 
him'. DG 147 (top, like n:vw), or, more clearly, WL 144. 

Verse 2. -,y, prep. properly 'up to', but here in the 
Aramaic sense of 'while'. 

,r,~n, inf. cstr. qal of r,,n (to be) plus I s. suff. 
,r,,:i-,1', 1 s. impf. piel of cip (to be in front), lit. 'there

fore I made in front to flee', or (RV marg.) 'I was 
before hand in fleeing'. This construction is highly 
indiomatic, and is similar to the idiomatic use of :nw, 
qc,, etc., DS 114, GK 114m, 120a, or cf. 2 Kings 
ii. 10, !,;iup~ ~~Pl'.T, lit. 'thou hast made hard to ask', 
i.e. 'thou hast asked a hard thing'; or r,:;i~~ ~1,,rr,~·i,t,, 
lit. 'ye shall not make far to go', i.e. 'ye shall not go 
far away', Exodus viii. 24. 

7,:in, adj, 'gracious'. This adjective is used only of 
God. The earlier phrase is 7,:in, c,n,, and the later, 
as here, c,n,, 7,:in. Both are actually 'passive' forms. 

ctm, copulative vav plus m. s. niph. ptc. of cm. 
Verse 3. np, 2 m. s. impt. qal of np!, (take), DG 213, 

WL 255. 
,:,,:i,:i, prep. min plus I s. suffix, DG 53, WL I rnf. 
:li~, followed by prep. min, is comparative, DG 161, 

WL 31J. 
,r,,ri, 1 s. suff. plus noun J'lj~ (death). The inf. cstr. 

qal of the verb plus I s. suffix is ,r,~c. The form r,'fQ 

with an addition must be the noun, since the in£ abs. 
qal of the verb is r,;,:i, and that cannot have a suffix. 
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Verse 4. ::lto'll"IM, he-interrogative (DG I 67, WL 28f) 
plus inf. abs. hiph. of ::ito, (to be well), here used as 
adverb meaning 'rightly'. ::ito, is one of three true 
pe-yod verbs which always show the yod. They are: 
If the baby howls ~~,, let him suck i'~, his thumb, and 
he will be good ::ita,. 

n,n, 3 m. s. p£ qal of n,n (to be hot), impersonal 
use, as in verse 1. The tone has beep. retracted because 
of the following word ("P, pausal form of prep. lamedh 
plus 2 m. s. suff.), in order that two accented syllables 
should not COlTif together, DG 41 (§ 4c, iii), WL I I 7. 

Verse 5. Nx,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
Ml?, (go out), one of six pe-vav verbs like ::i~. 

ft';-,i, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) qal of 
r,tz,y (do). 

r,,r,nn, 3 f. s. suff. plus dual of l"lljX:\ (underneath). 
Neither this form nor the corresponding forms of 
_,,n!t, such as V-,?t'!~, are plurals, but duals. 

~Y, prep. 'until', turned into a conjunction by the 
addition of the relative ituM, so that a finite verb 
follows. 

MM,,, 3 m. s. imp£ qal of MMi (see). 
MO, introducing indirect question, which in Hebrew 

ha.it the original tense, 'what will come to be?' 

Verse 6. 7,,p,p. The Assyrian kukanitu ( all vowels 
long) is an unidentified garden plant. Etymologically, 
the word is equated to the Egyptian kiki, castor-oil 
tree. LXX, Syriac and Vulgate make a bottle-gourd. 
It is said that on the shores of the Tigris they sow 
gourds for summer shelter; they quickly spring up and 
climb round the tents. 
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,37,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) qal of 
:,;37 {go up, grow up). 

, ,37ti, prep. min plus prep. ,~ plus prep. lamedh 

'from over on top of'. 
r,w,,, prep. lamedh plus in£ cstr. qal of rr:, (to be). 

The sheva is vocal, as always with this verb and its 
companion n,n (live). 

,,:i.?'n,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. hiph. of ,x, 
(deliver), ·but it is certain that LXX is better Tov 
01<1&:3e1v cnrrq:,, 'to shelter him', i.e. ;, ,~,;t?, prep. 

lamedh plus inf. cstr. hiph. of ,,:i.?', double-ayin · verb. 
We would expect ;,,~u?, i.e. the second lamedh has 

been repeated by error {dittograph). 
inYiti, prep. min plus 3 m. s. suff. to singular Mf:;,, 

'fro Ill his evil plight'. The firm qamets under the resh 
is because the root is double-qyin; cf. i. 2. 

Verse 7. r,i,l-'::i., prep. beth plus inf. cstr. qal of n,l.', 
'in the going up of the dawn'. For this construction 
and variants, DG 111, WL 100 •. 

r,inti,, prep. lamedh plus article plus fem. noun { the 
morrow). Pronounce lam-mo-chiJ-rath. 

1rii, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. impf. hiph. of n:,:i (smite). 
The unapocopated impf. hiph. is n~?:'I, DG 147, 

WL 144. 
rr;::i,,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of w:;;i:~ (to be, 

become dry). The originalpathach has been lengthened 
to qamets in pause. 

Verse 8. nit:,, prep. kaph plus in£ cstr. qal of niT 
(rise, or sun); a variant of prep.-beth-with inf.-cstr. 
( note in previous verse). 

c,,p, m. noun 'the East', the preceding word being 
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in the cstr. sing., lit. 'a wind of the East', with the 
following adj. being fem., agreeing with n,, (wind). 

r,,w,,n, fem. sing. of the adj. ,~-,tl, which is wholly 
doubtful in meaning, and occurs only here. Targum 
derived it from the root wir, (Arabic e/larisa, with heavy 
eh), 'to be silent', i.e. 'a silent (sultry) easy wind'. 
Stade derived it from the root zzfj!;l (Arabic eharatha 

with light eh; Aramaic eharath), 'to cut, plough', i.e. 
'a cutting east wind'. Kohler connected it with 011'.J 
(sun), and so 'a scorching east wind'. Various emen
dations have been suggested: M?l'.J".11:1 (scorching, Deuter-
onomy xxviii. 22: Graetz), n,-,,-,t) (glowing: Boehme, 

Halevy), n::nt10 (scorching, Bewer in ICC), and r,,rirpc 
(destroying) or :l,-:,qc (drying), Procksch in Kittel's 

3rd ed. LXX read 'burning'. Problem is unresolved. 
q;yr,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hithp. of q;y 

(enwrap, and of the senses 'enwrapped, obscured', 
and so 'faint'). The qamets in the last syllable is in 
pause for an original pathach. This is the old original 
pathach of both piel and hithpael, which still survives 
occasionally, especially in verbs ending in nun, qoph, 
mem, andpe, GK 54,k. 

r,io,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of n:Tt::i (die), 
with qamets before the tone, DG 5 I, WL 45. 

Verse 10. non, 2 m. s. pf. qal of c,n (to have pity). 
,n,,J, 2 m. s. p£ piel of ,,J ( to grow, in piel 

'nourish') plus 3 m. s. suffix. 
·7:lzzf, conjunction ~ with following dagesh (northern 

and late for ,wM) plus l~ cstr. s. -of 1i (son), DG 153, 
WL 186. This cstr. sing. is also found with seghol. 
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The word is often used to denote one of a class, e.g. 
'son of might', 'the sons of Elim (individuals of the 
class of divine beings)', 'son of earth-born-man c,1ie', 
with its Aramaic equivalent, 'bar-nasha', GK 128v. 

-Ck, 3 m. s. pf. qal with final pathach lengthened to 
qamets in pause, DG 40, WL I 1 7. 

Verse r 1. ~~1ie,. Emphatic because of its position. at 
the beginning of the_ sentence. 

Cfflk, 1 s. impf. qal of c,n (have pity), interrogative 
to be understood, presumably indicated by the tone 
of the voice, DS 166, GK 150c, d. 

n:l-rzt,, lit. '(which) there is in it'. The word rzt, is 
properly a substantive meaning 'being, existence', and 
is used for 'there is', etc. The vowel is short because 
of the following maqqeh, DG 40, WL 28. i:i; is prep. 

beth plus 3 f. s. suff. Note the mappiq, DG 33, WL 9. 
LXX, however, has Kcrro11<ovcnv, which is 1:l~, and 
is probably correct. 

n:l-,n, inf. abs. hiph. of M:l., (be many, great), but 
here used adverbially with following prep. min to mean 
'more than'. In the following min the nun-dagesh has 
failed with sheva. 

1:l-,, or, as occasionally elsewhere, Ni:.J."'!, is an 
Aramaizing form for the true Hebrew n::;:r;i (ten 
thousand). The following ciN is singular according to 
later custom. 

,,1ieowl,, prep. lamedh plus ,.N0fF (left) plus 3 m. s. 

suffix. 
M:l.,, f. s. of adj. :l':l (many), the dagesh being due to 

the double-qyin root. 
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